Heart rate-dependent left ventricular diastolic function in patients with and without heart failure.
Chronic heart rate (HR) reduction in the treatment of heart failure (HF) with systolic dysfunction is beneficial, but the immediate mechanical advantages or disadvantages of altering HR are incompletely understood. We examined the effects of increasing HR on early and late diastole in humans with and without HF. We studied force-interval relationships of the left ventricle (LV) in 11 HF patients and 14 control subjects. HR was controlled by right atrial pacing, and LV pressure was recorded by a micromanometer-tipped catheter. The time constant of isovolumic relaxation (tau) was calculated, and simultaneous sonographic images were analyzed for LV volumes. The end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship (EDPVR) was analyzed with the use of a single-beat method. Tau was shortened in response to increasing HR in both groups; the slope of this relationship was steeper in HF than in control subjects. The predicted volume at a theoretic pressure of 0 mm Hg (V30) increased at higher HRs compared with baseline, shifting the predicted EDPVR compliance curve to the right in HF patients but not in control subjects. In HF, changes in HR affect early relaxation and diastolic compliance to a greater extent than in control subjects. Our study reinforces current recommendations for HR-lowering drug treatment in HF.